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Failure in IT costs the U.S. economy 
about $50-$150 billion annually.

Harvard Business Review

17 percent of IT projects go so badly, 
they threaten existence of the company.

McKinsey & Company

Only 2.5 percent of companies successfully 
complete 100 percent of their projects.

Gallup

64% believe lack of collaboration between
I.T. and business to blame for failures.

PwC

Average schedule overrun is 37 percent.
Average cost overrun is 107 percent.

Oxford University (Survey)

A software project creates one decision
for every $1000 in project labor cost.

The Standish Group

We don’t know which technologies
are best to solve our business problems.

We don’t understand business 
enough to make recommendations.

It’s hard for us to explain our
goals and desired outcomes.

It’s hard for us to tell management
technology cannot solve every problem.

We just don’t talk the same language.

We just don’t talk the same language.

We don’t understand why projects
go over budget and schedule.

We don’t understand why management
keeps moving the goal posts.



Six must-haves for an I.T. project to be successful:
It’s delivered on time.
Its cost doesn’t exceed its budget.
It works as designed.
People use it.
Those who funded the project are happy with it.
It meets the goals that drove the project.

Overconfidence

Optimization bias

Perverse incentives

Algorithm aversion

Coordination neglect

Strategic misrepresentation

Continuous partial attention

Planning Fallacy
The present will be better than the past

Project Performance Metrics

Most Important Factor Responsible for Project Failure
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69% met original goals/business intent 

57% completed within original budget 

51% completed on time 
49% experienced scope creep 

32% lost project budget upon failure

14% deemed failures

2017 Pulse of the Profession Report - Project Management Institute

One in four I.T. projects fail when project
is classified as a “strategic initiative.”

Lack of clearly defined and/or achievable
milestones and objectives to measure progress

Poor communication

Lack of senior management support

Employee resistance

Insufficient funding

Other
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Organizations are wasting 
an average of $97 million 
for every $1 billion invested.

39 percent of failed projects 
tanked because of bad 
requirements.

How do we educate I.T. on our business strategy? Strategy blueprint.
How can I.T. help us achieve this strategy? Recommenda on blueprint.

How can I.T. deliver on me and on budget? Roadmap blueprint.

Deemed
Failures

28%



NATURAL COMMUNICATION

Our organiza on has stakeholders who expect
predictable costs, on me delivery and value for the dollar.
I.T. plays an important role in se ng realis c expecta ons.

> 

> 

> 

listen to stakeholders
Digital divide between those that want and those who can provide; a great project starts with 
listening — a diverse group who can distinguish between must-have and nice-to-have features.

United minds, visible results

understand dependencies
No greater challenge than understanding how a development initiative drives value creation, impacts 
current business processes, data, and controls; new capabilities complement and supplement the past

build a blueprint
Successful development is not just writing code — it’s writing code in context; if stakeholders
have a means to visualize results today, it prevents changes in scope and budget tomorrow.

> manage expectations
Collaboration is at the heart of any true partnership; I.T. not only provides ideas, capability and insight, 
but also stewards the cost-benefit analysis of each requested feature proposed in the project.

> execute
Business needs are dynamic and evolving, incremental delivery is key —transparency, courage, 
and stakeholder commitments are key focus areas in ensuring business goals are being achieved



Example
Blueprint
Strategy placemat to educate
executives that infrastructure
is much more than servers.

define areas 
for process 

improvement

select internal 
and external 
data sources

process into 
ac onable 

informa on

analyze and 
implement 

results

integrate with 
company’s 

legacy systems

design user 
interface and 

naviga on

create flexible 
repor ng 

system

track user 
acceptance 

and adop on

54”

36”

Server/image templates around specific needs at company
Use code to replicate server, patch/update and then test
Any InfraOps person can quickly understand the enterprise
Can add security (SecOps) into the same source code

Application/
Integration
Architecture

Cloud/Platform
Architecture

Information/
Big Data

Architecture

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
Rent servers, but you manage them

Mobile/Desktop
Architecture

Customer Led

Insights Driven

Fast & Connected

Network/
Communication

Architecture

Customer
Service

Business
DevelopmentBusiness Technology (BT)

balanced with

adapt at “blistering” speed

Improving the Technology Supply Chain

Information Technology (BT)

Infrastructure Services

Manage Service Provider

Research &
Development

Chief
Executive

Legal &
Regulatory

Operations
Administration

Manage Risk

Finance &
Accounting

Reduce Costs

Increase Revenue

Human
Resources

Criteria for Service Provider

Infrastructure-As-Code (Automation)

I.T.
Governance

Security/
Compliance
Architecture

Rapid provisioning
for new projects

Standardized &
integrated services

Consolidation of
disparate systems

Shared help desk
(knowledge sharing)

Vendor
management

Fixed cost for
easier budgeting

Optimize

Infrastructure
rightsizing

Rapid provisioning and releasing of resources on-demand from a shared pool of configurative computing resources

Manage upgrades
and patches

Credentials/Rights
management

Transparent
reporting 24/365

Processes
automation

Reduce cost
to hire/train

Sensor/Internet
of Things

Architecture
Systems

Architecture
User Experience

Architecture

> Customer engagement more 
important than a “faster” app

> Resolving issues more important 
that closing incidents on first call

> Escalations require more 
sensitivity than first calls

> Delivery on promises to clients is 
key to our success

> We need a differentiated 
customer experience

> We need infrastructure to 
innovate at speed of our clients

> Entering new markets requires a 
rapid response team

> How can infrastructure improve 
the quality of our products

> Deliver on time, on budget and to 
quality standards

> We want to tie infrastructure 
success to customer success

> We want real-time analytics that 
help us across the organization

> Infrastructure performance ties to 
business performance

> We need an early warning system 
before too late

> Human error is costly
> Need proactive “eyes” on 

infrastructure before it breaks

> Infrastructure should contribute 
and support business objectives

> Need continuous improvement 
across entire organization

> We don’t want to recreate the 
wheel - share best practices

> Prevent malware and ransonware
> Disaster recovery architecture
> Document regulatory compliance
> Prevent business email compromise
> Security information and event 

management (SIEM)
> Security operations center (SOC)
> Computer security incident response 

Team (CISRT) leadership

> Manage projects with sensor, 
embedded system and network data

> Develop rule engine applications for 
sensor data to trigger certain actions

> Program logic controllers and build 
human machine interfaces

> Collect and process data generated 
by sensors and connected devices

> Wireless/Virtual sensor networks

> Identify robotic process automation 
(RPA) opportunities

> Process documentation and analysis
> Manage and collaborate with 

vendors/alliance partnerships
> Create rapid and repeatable delivery 

channels
> Create digital workforce applications
> Manage delivery of RPA projects

> Disaster recovery and business 
continuity planning

> Proactively apply patches
> Monitor the stack
> Service Level Agreements (SLA)
> Needs to be more than a collection 

of technologies

> Navigation, taxonomy, user flows, 
system flows, use cases, personas, 
task analyses and wireframes

> Human computer interface (HCI)
> Aesthetics and usability
> Content strategy and communication
> Social network analysis/management

> Collaboration solutions
> “Bring your own device” support
> Workforce productivity
> End user experience needs to be 

flexible and meet business demands
> Office 365 management

> Firewall and penetration testing
> Telephony and call center support
> Active Directory & messaging
> Email/IM/Slack/etc. management

> Data access policies
> Shift to NoSQL databases
> Backups and archiving
> Solutions for content management 

and enterprise-wide search

> Cloud or rack servers or rent servers
> How new cloud services integrate 

into existing infrastructure
> Migrating legacy systems to cloud
> Consistent image management 

across all platforms
> Platform as a service (PaaS)

> Data needs to work across disparate 
applications and database types

> Secure code review systems
> Integration with app support teams
> Software as a service (SaaS) apps

>We need to control how we buy 
infrastructure to save money

> Uptime is key and we must 
reduce response times

> We need better asset utilization
> Infrastructure spend as percent of 

revenue a good measure

> Our human capital needs to be 
productive and effective

> Hiring/training infrastructure 
employees not core competency

> Align and transform employees to 
business strategy 

~8-12 metrics
Real-time dashboard

Manage risk

Dynamic ecosystem

Cost transparency
On-demand vs. reservation

Capacity planning
Colocation versus cloud

ITIL experts
Regulatory experts

Function optimization

Mean time to repair
Reduce costs

Sample Metrics:

Service availability or
amount of downtime

Number of outstanding
actions from last SLA

Number incidents resolved
due to problem elimination

Number service interruptions
or performance degradations

Percentage of SLAs without
service-level breaches

Number of service complaints

Average time to resolution

Average application
response time

Asset utilization rates

Number of repeat
production issues

Number of emergency changes

Percentage of problems with
a root cause identified

Power usage effectiveness

Carbon usage effectiveness

Water usage effectiveness

Incentivized to automate
Manage cloud/platform economics

End to end solutions
Sourcing strategies

Process & control frameworks
Scalability, agility, and flexibility

Minimize emergency changes
Migration services

Better utilization of I.T. assets
Infrastructure transformation

Efficient usage of resources

Employees are bypassing company policies
and buying infrastructure directly

“Bare Metal”

Incentivize staff
to meet or exceed
targets/expectations

Assess fitness of current system and focus on process automation
Modular approach with constant “auto-healing” before catastrophe

Infrastructure processes are read only
Allows for consistent scaling across the board 

Act

Plan

DiscoverDesigning infrastructure dependent on applications used
Automation replaces manual processes, prone to human error

Present a compelling business cases to win over business leaders
Infrastructure design balances economics with technical factors

Always thinking proactively about next iteration and skills needed
Iterate forward with each build and automate as much as possible
Test everything in unity for a great system design
Be aggressive about converging siloed infrastructure

Build talent pipeline at all levels
Evaluate with cultural alignment course
Teach leadership from the ground up
Everyone spends time on service desk

Write patches and
point releases only

Sponsor Women in Technology International
Retired military personnel

Information Technology Infrastructure Library

On demand pricing:
charged for billing cycles used

Pay as you go pricing

Higher cost for long-term

Billing cycle usually 1 hour

Reservation pricing:
Discount for long-term usage

Utilization needs to be high

Billed by week/month/year

Does infrastructure support a
signi icant amount of irm revenue?

technology, systems, and processes 
to win, serve, and retain customers

technology, systems, and processes to 
support and transform an 
organization’s internal operations

the invisible, indispensable foundation 
of every customer experience

IT Agenda

Save money

Now
Evolve to a better balance
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Future

Make money
BT agenda

IT Agenda

BT agenda

W
ill never drop to zero

Robotic
Process

Architecture

Cost/Price
One-time and ongoing costs
Transparency of costs - nothing hidden
Review historical prices trends - cost changes

Provider Viability
Reputation of the service provider
Types, size and number of clients
Duration of time been in business

Transparency
How much operational data is shared
Audit trail provision and logging
Ensure compliance requirement met

Instead of using consoles/UIs, infrastructure-as-code
Write software that provisions servers within minutes
Code that maintains unique configuration of each server
Insert patches/updates into code and update all at once

Security and Privacy
Provide end-to-end security
Physical, application and personnel security
Privacy identity and access management

Data Management
Data storage, backup, confidentiality, privacy
Geographic location of data secure/safe
Contingency plan for data center/service failure

Service Level Agreements
Quick to add/implement new technologies
Includes penalties in case of noncompliance
Flexible to meet changing/evolving client needs

Vendor 
governance 

quality of service 
(QoS) and policy 

enforcement

Enable 
interoperability 

between different 
service providers 

Monitor 
bandwidth and 

volume of 
requested 
resources

Evaluate different 
service providers 

and make 
recommendations

Recommend 
private or public 
cloud solutions 
depending on 

need

Hardware Security/Regulatory

Manage 
increasing 

software and 
hardware 

complexity

Assess 
GPU/FPGA/ASIC 

needs in 
infrastructure

Lead efforts to 
modernize 

infrastructure

Balance CPU, 
memory and 

storage needs 
with need

Create and 
enforce service 

level agreements 
with service 

provider

Hold service 
providers 

accountable for 
availability  
guarantees

Migrate current 
systems to cloud 

as needed

Software Data

Network 
bandwidth 

allocation and 
monitoring

Virtual desktop 
management

Build 
backup/disaster 

recovery 
capabilities

Automatic 
configuration and 

updates using 
software code

Manage 
upgrading and 

patching 
operating systems

Batch different 
user demands - 
request many, 
transfer once

Maintain a rich set 
of resource 

management 
controls

Telephony 
management

Ensure data 
portability and 
interoperability 
across the cloud

Synchronize data 
between multiple 

services

Manage APIs 
(interfaces to 
outside) for 

purchased data

Evaluate 
secondary 

locations for 
data/system 

backups

Stop malware 
before it touches 

infrastructure

Automate incident 
response 

capabilities

Encryption, digital 
key, identity and 

access 
management

Provide 24/7 
monitoring of all 

infrastructure

Prevent 
denial-of-Service 
countermeasures

Reduce the 
number of people 

touching the 
infrastructure

Prepare for 
increased 

sophistication of 
attacks

Monitor security 
alerts and quickly 

patch 
infrastructure

Prepare for any 
regulatory agency 

audits

Manage a 
changing 
regulatory 

environment

Comply with 
Sarbanes-Oxley 
Act regulatory 
requirements

Customer Service Revenue HR/Talent

Deliver superior 
internal/external 

customer 
experiences

Ensure 
vacation/sick 

time/ training has 
no impact on 
service levels

Changes/updates 
made with least 

disruption

Implement shared 
service desk to 
improve time to 

solutions

Deliver real-time 
support across 
multiple time 

zones

Real time support 
and incident 
management

Manage load 
balancing and 

application 
placement

Management

End-to-end 
bundled solution

End user 
computing 

management

Meet with teams 
to help forecast 

upcoming 
infrastructure 

needs

Manage offshore 
resources

Monitor, upgrade 
and patch 

applications on 
top of 

infrastructure

Manage for 
consistent 

performance over 
time

Create business 
cases for any 
changes to 

infrastructure

Rapid service 
deployment and 
customization

Minimize any 
adverse effects on 

business 
operations

Ability to scale 
and provision 

hardware quickly

Service level 
agreements that 

are aligned to 
business

Hard to find and 
retain top talent

Integrate talented 
client staff into 
services team

Hard for client to 
justify full-time 
infrastructure 

team

Highly skilled 
workforce brings 

continuity

Cost Effectiveness

Review every 
invoice before 
submitted to 
finance for 
payment

Cost optimize 
scheduling - move 

large jobs to 
off-peak times

Reduce IT 
infrastructure 
footprint and 

maintenance costs

Optimize the 
cost/benefits of 

the infrastructure

Represent clients 
negotiating best 
deals with cloud 

providers

Evaluate 
cost/benefits of 

cloud-based 
application 
solutions

Analyze and mine 
cloud usage to 
identify usage 

patterns

Leverage 
emerging, best

of breed 
technologies

Rightsize Client 
Access Licenses 

and ensure 
complance

Renegotiate 
service provider 

contracts

ENTERPRISE INFRASTRUCTURE
MANAGEMENT AS A SERVICE

Process excellence + service responsiveness + cost effectiveness = Modern Infrastructure

Hardware

Operating Systems

Application Infrastructure

Applications

Virtualized
Hardware

Virtualized
Storage

Virtualized
Network

Version Control
& Peer Review

Automated
Testing

Deployment
Automation

Logging &
Analytics

Security
Updates

Backups &
Replication
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Bare Metal

Infrastructure
as Code



SUSTAINABLE PROGRESS

The blueprint helped us understand the cost-benefit of each feature.
We took it to mee ngs with other departments, with poten al

clients and execu ve management. Everyone knew what to expect.

> recommendation
This blueprint method focuses on industry best practices, without the limits of a company’s current

infrastructure or historical approach. It puts “best practice” before “the way it is” and focuses on what a

team would do with no encumbrances or limitations. Once a best in class recommendation is defined,

the next step is to understand how it can seamlessly integrate it into current company practices. 

Blueprint is advisor in nature and often implemented in incremental steps over time.

Picking the right blueprint

> strategy
Unlike the recommendation above, this process starts with a deep understanding of the company’s 

systems, culture and ability to invest in change. It respects legacy systems, people processes and

technology limitations, while providing the best possible solution. Interviews and an education on

current I.T. systems are critical to the success of a strategic blueprint. While still advisory in nature,

this method ensures rapid delivery, seamless integration and little interruption to existing systems.

> roadmap
While I.T. is always the client for any engagement, recommendation and strategy blueprints are 

created on behalf of I.T. to address the needs of diverse stakeholders who don’t always agree on the 

right feature set. In the case of a roadmap, consensus has already been reached, but a more detailed

“schematic” is needed for the I.T. development team. In this case, a blueprint is created for a specific

area of the overall solution in great detail and answering all open questions and current assumptions.



LIFECYCLE VALUE

Infornau�cs sits at the intersec�on of business and I.T.
We connect technology capabili�es with management.

We connect management with technology delivery.

Lock scope with management.
Lock budget and �ming with I.T.

> blueprints
representative projects

ad �ight reporting

alumni system

asset tracking

client relationship management

corporate intranet

customer pain points

document management

employee expense monitoring

enterprise information management

enterprise search

industry portal

infrastructure management

internet navigation

journey map

materials procurement

metadata and taxonomy

millennial behaviors

mortgage client strategy

pain points (mortgage)

portfolio rationalization

sales force automation

sales lead generation

talent acquisition

> firm pro�le
Infornautics deep technical skills and 

breadth industry knowledge make us 

uniquely quali�ed to speak on behalf 

of IT with both executives and 

operational groups.

Our focus is to respect the past, while 

embracing the future — designing 

sustainable, �exible, and highly 

innovative solutions that not only 

exceed expectations today, but add 

value long into the future.

With over 60 years of collective 

technology and Big 4 consulting and 

deployed solutions experience in 

numerous industries, Infornautics is a 

leader in providing Strategic, 

Innovative and Though Leadership 

services to companies of all sizes 

never failing to achieve a signi�cant 

ROI and lasting value. 

Our references include PwC, 

Microsoft, Baker Hughes, Ditech 

Mortgage, YPO, Cielo, and Finance 

Company of America.

Virtual Team
Denver, Colorado

Hamilton, Ontario
Dallas, Texas

Delhi, India
Playa del Carmen, Mexico

David Gossett
david.gossett@infornautics.com

303-710-6171
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